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This trio of articles have been updated by Ingert Kuzych from the originals that
appeared in the Bulletin of The Austrian Philatelic Society of New York. They
add to the background knowledge of history and politics without which, your
Editor asserts, much of Austrian philately is unintelligible.

The Age and Times of Maria Theresia as
Reflected in Her Postal Decrees [i]

by Edward Shelton, with notes by Ingert Kuzych

hen Charles VI, Holy Roman Emperor [ii] died in 1740 without
leaving any male offspring, his eldest daughter Maria Theresia became
heir to the hereditary domains of the House of Habsburg. Her most

important titles were Queen of Bohemia and Hungary, Archduchess of Austria,
as well as a string of lesser titles – valid as well as extinct – to a whole carpet of
duchies, margravates, principalities, and countries covering the European map
from the Rhine to the Adriatic Sea (see Figure 1). She was also known as the
Grand Duchess of Tuscany by her marriage to Franz Stephan of Lorraine, the
Grand Duke of Tuscany. When Franz Stephan became Holy Roman Emperor in
1745, she was from then on additionally referred to as the Empress.[iii]

All these titles may be found in the introduction to her Postal Decrees, since it
was the custom to precede any laws, promulgations, etc. issued by a sovereign
with their royal catalogue. However, such a listing was not a courtesy or
flamboyancy of style, but was set down for a definite legal reason. The
Austrian State as we know it today, or the larger entity, the Austro-
Hungarian Monarchy that was known to our fathers and grandfathers, did
not exist at all. The Austria of Maria Theresia was a collection of various
principalities that were semi-autonomous, had their own laws, parliaments or
diets, their own forms of taxation, military levies, etc. Some of the larger units
even maintained embassies amongst themselves and with foreign nations. Thus,
if any edicts were issued, they had to be signed in the name of the Queen of
Bohemia, and the Archduchess of Austria, and the Prince-Countess of Tyrol, etc
in order to be obeyed in Prague, Vienna, Innsbruck, and the other places.

A Dynamic Reign
When Maria Theresia assumed her inheritance at the age of 23, it was a vast
legacy which her father had sought to protect by the so-called Pragmatic
Sanction [iv] a hereditary law fortified by a string of interlocking treaties with
the other European princes. Immediately, she found herself involved in a long
and costly war (1740-1748) with Prussia and Bavaria in the defence of her
hereditary domains. [v] Although she found herself ill-prepared both militarily
and financially, she nevertheless succeeded in holding on to her inheritance.
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Figure 1. Europe at the beginning of Maria Theresia’s reign in 1740

In these eight years she not only succeeded in attracting gifted field
commanders to her armies, but also in replacing a fossilized civil administration
with able administrators and officials. In 1756, under the skilled diplomatic
hands of her able Chancellor Prince Kaunitz, the Grand Alliance with France
was forged which not only overcame centuries-old animosities between the two
courts, but gave Austria its first solid international backing in years. The
subsequent Seven Years War with Prussia (1756-1763) left her domains for the
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most part intact, but the province of Silesia, with the exception of a small strip
around Troppau, was irretrievably lost to Prussia. In 1765, her husband Franz I,
Holy Roman Emperor, died and their son Joseph II succeeded him as Emperor
and became Regent in the hereditary domains (see Figure 2; this and later
figures are placed at the end because of layout restrictions).

In 1772, despite her great misgivings, Maria Theresia was persuaded to
participate in the First Partition of Poland. [vi] In 1778-79, at the close of her
reign, her armies were again called into the field against Prussia on account of
the Bavarian succession. This war did not progress very far and was quickly
ended. [vii] In 1780, Maria Theresia passed away, bringing to a close a reign of
40 eventful years that transformed what had been a disintegrating accumulation
of lands and feudal territories into an organic and well administrated state
(Figure 3). It was not a homogeneous entity to be sure, but a well functioning
heterogeneous national state. If not “de jure,” she was indeed “de facto”
Empress of Austria (See Figures 3a, 3b, & 4).

As a person she was highly intelligent, quick-witted, and endowed with
intuition and common sense. These natural qualities, assisted by natural charm
and beauty, helped her overcome an insufficient education. Her temperament
was passionate which sometimes led her to rash and unjust decisions. Basically,
however, she was a warm and outgoing person, a devoted and intensely jealous
wife of a handsome and amorous husband to whom she, the sovereign of an
empire engaged in a life-and-death struggle, nevertheless managed to bear 16
children. Two of them became Emperors, one Queen of France, another Queen
of Naples and Sicily. [viii] Although without arrogance, she was proud; and
though gracious, she was also stern and obstinate. Her prejudices were
numerous and often detrimental to her government. Yet it must be noted that
without her unquestioning religious faith and her unshakeable belief in the
righteousness of her cause, she probably would not have prevailed in her many
accomplishments.

Postal Reforms
Amongst the numerous and significant laws and edicts issued during the reign
of Maria Theresia, these two Postal Decrees are of moderate importance.
Nevertheless, to the careful student they are quite interesting. We have already
noted the introductory sentences and can now proceed to discuss the actual
contents.

The postal monopoly in the Austrian hereditary domains was an off-shoot of the
Imperial Posts in the Holy Roman Empire operated as an imperial fief by the
Thurn and Taxis family. [ix] Although the Habsburgs originally had endowed
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and always supported the Thurn and Taxis as Supreme Imperial Postmasters in
the Empire, Emperor Ferdinand II in 1624 sequestered the postal establishment
in his hereditary domains from the German Imperial Posts and instructed the
Count of Paar to operate a separate post in the Austrian domains.

While in the 17th century the mail was mainly a means of transmitting official
correspondence and making a little money on the side by carrying private mail
and parcels, the situation changed rapidly in the 18th century when
developments in the general economic and social climate demanded better and
more frequent mail service and communication.

For us, the post office of today is a place where one mails letters and small
parcels and sometimes buys new issues for a stamp collection. In the 18th
century, the mail was the sole and prime means of communication. It carried not
only letters, but also sizeable shipments of goods as well as passengers. Parallel
to this it also maintained a courier system for the purpose of government
communication. As the sole means of communication, it also became an
instrument for the police powers of the state. Finally, it also served as a medium
of news throughout the realm.

Yet despite these vast all-encompassing activities, only a small portion of the
populace availed themselves of the mails. Only government officials and well-
to-do people travelled. Only those able to read and write and able to pay would
engage in correspondence. Banks, large commercial establishments, etc.
maintained their own private messengers. Some individuals also engaged in
black-market mail and coaching operations, to the detriment of the postal
establishment.

One of the main reasons for these Postal Decrees was to curb these abuses.
While the first decree speaks out strongly against these practices, the second
decree excluded practically anyone who tried to make a living by carrying
goods and people in direct competition with the posts. Only peripheral services
were permitted.

Another abuse was, of course, vested in the social conditions of the age. While
“high and low born” had to avail themselves of the mails, the privileged classes
nevertheless sought and received preferential treatment. Noblemen who had
their estates near the post station or to whom postmasters were beholden in one
or another way – in other words the equivalent of the local big shots of today –
could and would indeed exert undue influence on the postmasters. The curbing
of these abuses was vital lest the postal system become completely discredited.
There was another reason for the strong stand against the nobility. Maria
Theresia and her ministers felt that in order to make a viable and modern state
out of her feudal inheritance, the privileges of the nobility had to be curbed
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whenever they threatened to conflict with the interest of the state. It was also a
matter of state policy to promote the middle classes, townspeople, artisans, etc.
because these were the classes that produced most of the tax base. The tax
exemption of the aristocratic classes was still respected, although they too were
taxed eventually through indirect means. The postal system, however, was
vitally essential to the development of a well-to-do middle class.

It is no coincidence that the first Postal Decree of Maria Theresia was issued in
December of 1748. In October of that year, the Peace of Aix la Chapelle
brought the long eight war years to a fairly successful conclusion and the
internal reorganization of the realm could start in all seriousness. The
strengthening of the Imperial and Royal Posts was a prerequisite to any other
economic or fiscal measure.
The reason for the second Postal Decree of 1772 is evident from the weaknesses
of the first Postal Decree. No doubt, the state was not yet as strong in 1748 as
Maria Theresia would have wished. While establishing the basic postal
procedures, she is still vague on many things, like what constitutes over-weight,
or should a postmaster be allowed to drop off an aristocratic mail-coach
passenger in front of his castle rather than at the post house? She is hesitant on
the role of the country coachmen. In many instances she appeals to the good
sense of everybody concerned, although she promises the aid and assistance of
the state. The second Decree is more specific and really lays down the law.
Another item of interest is the mention in the first Decree of people who rented
post horses for riding. Apparently, the roads and coaches had improved
sufficiently by 1772 so that there was no further mention of this abuse. On the
other hand, the Decree of 1772 is quite firm with regard to the maintenance of
the postal roads. With this edict, all roads traversed by mail coaches or postal
riders became public roads.
The second Postal Decree also exempts postmasters from having to quarter
soldiers. Unfortunately for them, this exclusion was achieved only after two
long devastating wars, which probably had made them cry out and petition the
Empress. There are other choice pieces to be found in the first Postal Decree,
like the strict instruction to avoid transporting of suspicious persons without
proper credentials. Also, there was doubtless a shortage of male servants after
eight years of war, so that the postmasters were luring postilions away from
each other. Another revealing sentence found in the first Postal Decree is that a
postmaster should only employ “good, honest, Catholic persons”: this despite
the fact that there were several sections of the realm that were heavily
Protestant. This sentence shows rather clearly that this decree was not just
prepared by a subordinate official for the monarch’s signature, but reveals
Maria Theresia’s active participation in the formulation of this document as
betrayed by her well-known bias. The style of the second Postal Decree is
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different and there was probably less personal involvement on the part of the
Empress.
Before concluding, one should also discuss the persons most frequently
mentioned in these decrees, the postmasters. These postmasters were important
people. They should not be equated with what is nowadays understood by
postmasters of local post offices. As the entire postal system was given to the
Postmaster General as a feudal endowment to be handed down from father to
son, so also were the regional and local postmasters hereditary positions kept in
the same families. Long after the post had become an administrative
governmental unit, there were still hereditary postmasters in Austria. As a
matter of fact, this custom in some instances persisted into the 20th century.
Many postmasters belonged to the lesser nobility. They were all rich and
influential men. In most cases they owned the inns (“Gasthof zur Post”) where
the travellers rested and they operated all kinds of businesses connected with the
postal service. Archduke Johann of Austria, the younger brother of the Emperor
Franz, married the daughter of a postmaster. While the marriage was
morganatic [x] due to the great difference in class, it was never considered an
outrage by a class-conscious aristocratic society. One must again stress the great
importance the post played in the life of the people (see Figure 5). The functions
of the old post are nowadays distributed among mail, railroad, telegraph,
telephone, travel bureaus, newspapers, and, of course, the Internet. Postmasters
were indeed important men.
What is the significance of these Postal Decrees? Apart from the historical
lights they throw on life in 18th century Austria, they were milestones in the
development of the Austrian postal establishment. The Habsburgs realized early
on the importance of a systematized and regularly scheduled mail service. As
early as 1672 and 1695, comprehensive postal decrees were issued by the
General Postmaster Count Paar in the name of the Emperor Leopold I. Another
postal decree was issued in 1726 by Charles VI. All these decrees, each
improving upon the other according to the needs of the time, helped form and
shape the Austrian posts. Other nations, too, had mails. The German Thurn and
Taxis posts were a formidable enterprise whose postal routes crossed scores of
sovereign principalities, free cities, and ecclesiastical states, yet no other postal
establishment had to service such a vast area inhabited by so many different
nations as the Austrian posts. The fact that this postal system could develop
despite the great inherent difficulties is to no small degree due to the
perseverance of the Empress Maria Theresia and her ministers. Conversely one
could speculate that, had this postal system disintegrated into small regional
postal arrangements, it would have been doubtful whether the Austrian
monarchy could have survived at all. As the reign of Maria Theresia was the
turning point in the development of the modern Austrian state, so were her
postal orders of equal significance in the progress towards a modern postal
system.
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Figures  2 - 5

Figure 2. Austria has issued stamps honouring Maria Theresia on several
occasions. The most recent was on 25 October 1996 on a souvenir sheet
commemorating “1000 years of Austria.” She is shown in the lower-left 6-
schilling stamp (Netto 2227) in front of her son Joseph II.

Figures 3a (above) & 3b (below). In 1980, the 200th anniversary of the
passing of the great empress was marked by a special five-month exhibition at
the imperial palace of Schönbrunn entitled “Maria Theresia and Her Time.”
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Three stamps marking the occasion (Netto 1669-71) were released on 13 May,
the opening day of the exhibit: 2.50 S showing Maria Theresia as a young
woman, 4 S presenting her as Empress, and 6 S showing the dowager Empress.
All three issues (along with three special cancels) may be seen on this special
commemorative card.

Figure 4. The first
stamps depicting Maria
Theresia (both 2-heller
values; Netto 140 and
162) were released in the
early 20th century as part
of Austria’s first two
commemorative stamp
sets which marked
respectively the 60th
Anniversary of  Rule  by

Emperor Franz Josef in 1908 and the 80th Birthday
of the Emperor in 1910.
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Figure 5. On the occasion of the 15th UPU Congress in Vienna in 1964, Austria
Post issued a beautiful set of eight stamps on 15 June showing “The Post in
Art.” Three of values (Netto 1187, 1190, and 1191) depict scenes that would be
familiar to the postmasters of Maria Theresia’s time. The 1.20 S stamp displays
a painting entitled “Changing Horses at a Post Station,” the 2.20 S value shows
a “Return Journey to Vienna,” while the 3 S depicts “Changing the Horses of an
Express Coach at the Bavarian Border.”

Endnotes
                                                          
i An earlier form of this article appeared in the Bulletin of The Austrian Philatelic
Society of New York Vol. 16 No. 1 (1964): 7-11. I have emended the text, added
explanatory footnotes, and inserted the map and illustrations. IK
ii The Holy Roman Empire of Maria Theresia’s time included most all of the German-
speaking area of Europe as well as additional lands held by the two most powerful
houses, the Habsburgs of Austria and the Hohenzollerns of Prussia. The head of the
Holy Roman Empire, the Emperor, was elected to the office by a group of nine
German princes (the Electors; formerly seven, but after 1692 the number became
nine). The Emperor claimed to be the temporal sovereign of Christendom, ruling in
conjunction with the spiritual sovereign, the pope. From 1438 onward, the title of
Emperor was virtually hereditary in the Habsburg dynasty. After 1648, the Empire
became little more than a loose confederation of hundreds of virtually independent
states, watched over by Austria, and to a lesser extent, by Prussia.
iii As a woman, Maria Theresia could not become Holy Roman Emperor. However,
five years into her reign, she was able to arrange for her husband to receive the
Imperial crown. The five-year hiatus (1740-45) was the only period between 1438 and
1806 that a Habsburg was not Holy Roman Emperor.
iv When Charles VI realized he would have no son to succeed him, he drew up a
document, the Pragmatic Sanction, with which he traveled to the courts of Europe and
which he managed to get all the heads of state to sign. The agreement purported to
ensure the territorial integrity of the Habsburg Empire when Maria Theresia
eventually ascended the throne. In actuality, France, Prussia, Bavaria, and Saxony all
reneged on the arrangement and sought to carve out parts of Austria for themselves.
The War of the Austrian Succession (1740-1748) ensued.
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v It was Frederick II of Prussia’s greed at acquiring Upper Silesia – Austria’s richest
province – that launched the succession war. Since it was his late father Frederick
William who had signed the Pragmatic Sanction, Frederick felt no hesitation in
occupying Silesia – without a declaration of war – particularly since Maria Theresia,
as a woman, was perceived as weak. He was joined in this perfidy by Charles Albert
of Bavaria, as well as French and Saxon forces. After capturing Prague in late 1741,
Charles Albert had himself crowned King of Bohemia, styled himself as Archduke of
Austria, and arranged to be elected Holy Roman Emperor as Charles VII in 1742.
Years of hard fighting ensued all over Europe, but when Charles unexpectedly died
early in 1745, his son Maximilian agreed to withdraw from the war and to support the
candidacy of Franz Stephan as Emperor in return for retaining Bavaria. The war
concluded in 1748 with the Treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle (Aachen), which basically
returned conditions to what they had been before the fighting broke out. Maria
Theresia and Austria had survived, driving out the many invaders, but Silesia was
ceded to Prussia.
vi The lands annexed in the First Partition (which would become known as the
Kingdom of Galicia and Lodomeria with its capital of Lemberg) brought more Slavs
into the Empire – Poles and Ukrainians. The Austrians generally referred to the latter
as Ruthenians.
vii Joseph II, in a fit of grandiosity, put himself at the head of an army of 200,000 and
marched into Bohemia to face the Prussians. The ageing Frederick, however, refused
to be drawn into battle and concluded an armistice with Maria Theresia behind
Joseph’s back. The “war” came to be known as the “Potato War”, because the
Austrian soldiers, sitting through a miserable winter with no one to fight, were forced
to resort to living off potatoes dug up with their bayonets in the field.
viii Holy Roman Emperors Joseph II (r. 1765-1790) and Leopold II (r. 1790-1792),
Queen Marie Antoinette (Maria Antonia) of France (r. 1774-1793), and Queen Maria
Carolina of Naples (r. 1768-1806) and Sicily (r. 1768-1814).
ix Franz von Taxis served as postmaster to the Holy Roman Emperor Maximilian I
from 1489; he secured the right to carry both governmental and private mail for a fee
and so founded the first public-access mail service. Taxis hired many of his relatives
to operate the vast network, which would function in one form or another for almost
four centuries. At one time the various branches of the family employed 20,000
messengers to carry mail and deliver newspapers toparts of Germany, Austria, Italy,
Hungary, and the Low Countries. Over time, national postal services superseded
various parts of the Thurn and Taxis system, the last section of which was purchased
and nationalized by the Prussian Government in 1867. More about this postal system
may be found in the article “The Postal Service of the Thurn and Taxis Princes,
Descendants of the Tasso Family” by Adriano Cattani in Austria No. 145 (2004): 83-
88.
x A morganatic marriage is one contracted usually between persons of unequal social
rank (unebenbürtig in German), which prevents the passage of the husband’s titles and
privileges to the wife and any children born of the marriage.




